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Introduction
Welcome to the exclusive wrap-up report of the Esports BAR-powered
conference sessions at MIPTV, the world’s longest-running
international TV market.



and MIPTV panels featured expert speakers who unravelled the
current phenomena of NFTs, the metaverse and the Web3 Internet.
The consensus was that esports had already started to adopt them
and today’s TV market needs to be there too.



Taking place 4-6 April 2022 inside the iconic Palais des Festivals at
the French Riviera city of Cannes, the 59th edition of MIPTV was
already a special one, having been reshaped to serve the global
entertainment-content industry after a Covid-enforced two-year
hiatus.



This MIPTV/Esports BAR report focuses on
Esports’s Influence on Next-Generation Content
Esports Viewership – What TV Needs to Kno
Esports’s Early Adoption of Web3 Business Model
Esports’s Relationship with Brand
Esports – Why Traditional Media Needs to Be Ther
A Round-Up of MIPTV-dedicated Sessions on the Metaverse and
NFT
Conclusion – Key Takeaways

It was also unique for being the first time MIPTV conference debates
featured conversations dedicated to esports entertainment,
competitive gaming and how their innovative next-generation
cultures look set to influence the future of the long-established
traditional TV business.


Everyone agreed that the international esports and TV spaces are,
respectively, home to two very distinctive entertainment artforms.
They also concurred that video gaming, which underpins all-things
esports, is impacting the creativity and commerce of several mediaand-entertainment sectors, including TV.


With MIPTV, Esports BAR curated a series of sessions designed to
inform TV-industry delegates what esports could bring to their table,
how and why.


And, as if that were not forward-looking enough, both Esports BAR
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Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Influence on Next-Generation Content
might be, this space encompasses so very much.”



Just like physical sports, one of the most popular genres on
traditional TV, esports is a sprawling ecosystem, Robb Chiarini, CEO
at esports consultancy Fulcrum, said.



First, there is a difference between esports and gaming as both are
targeting different fanbases, said panellist Michael Heina,
International Sector Director Esports and Gaming at YouGov, the
global research and data-analytics company. 



As moderator of the Esports BAR-powered panel called Introducing
Gaming & Esports to TV, he broke down the different key components
that make up the competitive video-gaming industry: from the
different game titles, the developers and publishers to the
technologies (computers, consoles) used to play esports, the retailers
and distributors, and esports-tournament organisers.

“Of course, gamers like playing video games. But what distinguishes
them from esports fans is that they don’t really care about watching
other people play video games competitively,” he said. 


“On the other hand, a high proportion of esports fans - approximately
80%-85% - are also gamers. The esports fans, however, like watching
other people play video games competitively, who are also different
from influencers or video-game content creators.”


Not only are the number of esports fans in several countries
worldwide growing rapidly, they are also very young,” Heina informed
the TV industry. “Traditional football (soccer) fans skew towards
being older in terms of age, but 75% of esports fans globally are
younger than 34 years of age. So, if you are thinking of rejuvenating
your TV channels, esports is really the way to do it.”


The content on TV and video-gaming platforms, however, are not total
strangers, observed speaker Trev Keane, Managing Director of Epic
Global Agency, which helps traditional-sports investors enter esports.
He pointed to GamesMaster, a TV show dedicated to video-gaming

And, for TV executives assuming esports content takes up a small
space in the global entertainment industry, he added: “Whether it is
tournaments, live streams, long and short-form content, whatever that
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1. Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Influence on Next-Generation Content
Entertainment: Will Esports & Gaming Be the Guide Through
Metaverses.



Traditional football (soccer) fans
skew towards being older in terms
of age, but 75% of esports fans
globally are younger than 34 years
of age. So, if you are thinking of
rejuvenating your TV channels,
esports is really the way to do it.

This session explored the fate of content in the emerging Web3
version of the Internet. Unlike the earliest and very basic version,
known as Web 1.0, and the Web 2.0 that introduced user-generated
content (UGC) and social media, Web3 decentralises the relationship
between the Internet user and its service providers.


The decentralisation is enabled by an open ecosystem built on the
blockchain technology. And blockchain is the foundation of the virtual
world known as the metaverse, which is populated by the avatars of
real people; the NFT (non-fungible token) digital products; and
cryptocurrencies.

Michael Heina, International Sector Director
Esports and Gaming at You Gov
that was originally created in 1992, is produced by Future Studios, and
currently airs on UK free-to-air broadcaster E4.


So, what happened? “Consumption of esports and gaming has shifted
to platforms like Twitch, YouTube Gaming and that interactive
experience. TV has fallen behind a bit in that regard,” Keane added.


Yet, he insisted esports can learn from traditional TV in terms of
content creation. “TV can still enhance esports in the storytelling
angle of it. It is the entertainment value that you need to align with the
live esports event itself. And that is probably sometimes what is
missing in esports.”

Next-generation content that appeals to digital-first consumers like
esports fans was also discussed on the panel called Immersive
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1. Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Influence on Next-Generation Content
to-play soccer game built on blockchain to play in the metaverse. He
sees the virtual versions of traditional soccer clubs like Spain’s
legendary FC Barcelona play against virtual clubs created by fans.
“This is one example of how UGC in the metaverse can be broadcast
to develop new sporting licences in the next few years,” Barrios said.

Immersive Entertainment panel speaker Christina Martin, President/
Co-founder of US-based Web3 tech group Sator, Inc., noted how its
Sator.io mobile app and similar tech systems are already gamifying
TV, film and music content.


“At what point will we stop watching TV thought just a flat screen
because soon it won’t be enough,” she stated. “NFTs are key to TV
expanding into the metaverse. The metaverse is just the new frontier
for our content, for interaction. We can move everything, from
shopping to real estate and watching TV, into the metaverse. Arguably,
we all already live in the metaverse because we are all spending
billions of days per year of time worldwide on all these digital devices
and platforms.”


She also predicted the development of more sophisticated
personalised content via NFTs. “We are just beginning to uncover the
utility of NFTs in TV and define what that can be. We have already
been part of NFT drops for deciding which character to heartbreak, for
getting the director’s chair and, nowadays, all the extra footage behind
the scenes that in the past might have been on a DVD, you now have
the opportunity to NFT that.”


Her co-panellist Patxi Barrios, COO/Co-founder at Spanish videogame studio Champion Games, forecast that the metaverse will lead
to the development of UGC 2.0.


A prime example of this is Champions Games’ MetaSoccer, an earnEsports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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2. Esports BAR-powered: Esports Viewership – What TV Needs to Know
Esports viewers are totally different from the audience who watch
linear TV and OTT streaming-TV services, speakers declared during
the panel on Revamping and Reinventing the Viewership. 



do,” he said.

That is why building communities
on digital platforms is very often
about finding a niche and making it
global. That is what esports can do
so incredibly effectively.

But they also highlighted how the hunger of the young Millennial, Gen
Z and even Gen Alpha viewers for esports entertainment must
compel forward-looking TV broadcasters to explore the dynamics of
competitive-gaming and related content.



Claire Hungate, President/COO at Team Liquid

That is because there is more to esports content than only the videogaming tournaments that draw millions of fans to arenas and
stadiums, noted Alban Dechelotte, General Manager at leading
esports organisation G2. 



Claire Hungate, President/COO at high-profile esports organisation
Team Liquid, reminded MIPTV delegates that the demographics of
esports viewers is highly varied, multifarious and fragmented.



“I would like to debunk the myth that esports is mostly the
competitive element; there is also entertainment esports, which is
creators playing esports games for fun, not competitively. That is also
a massive part of the viewing culture of gaming,” he said.



They need to be categorised by the type of games they play or follow,
including titles like Valve’s DOTA 2 and Counter Strike: Global
Offensive (CS:GO) or Riot Games’ League of Legends and Valorant,
she said. “There isn’t just this amorphous blob of people who watch
esports; they are separate audiences.”



Co-panellist Frank Sliwka, COO at the international non-tournament
esports platform Epulze, pointed out why the temptation to compare
esports to traditional sports is not always valid when it comes to their
respective audiences. 



If they have anything in common, it is their drive to function as
communities or tribes devoted to their favourite esports teams.



“Four out of 10 golf fans are golf players themselves. In soccer, it is
one out of 10. With gamers, it is 10 out of 10. So, what we are learning
here is that esports and gaming fans are very dedicated to what they
Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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2. Esports BAR-powered: Esports Viewership – What TV Needs to Know
She argued that the TV-broadcast and streaming platforms as we
know them today are not designed for the way future audiences
access entertainment content. 



“We are constantly growing. We share viewership figures on a weekly
basis with our sponsors. We have developed these traditional-sports
tools at the same time as people from the traditional sports industries
and traditional media.”

“That is why building communities on digital platforms is very often
about finding a niche and making it global. That is what esports can
do so incredibly effectively. That interactivity. If an esports player is
streaming on Twitch, they are constantly talking to their audience.
That is why the TV experience is so different, because there isn’t that
conversation.”


Esports is also introducing innovation in terms of digital audience
measurement, especially via dedicated third-party specialists like
YouGov and Nielsen, the company that pioneered linear-TV audience
metrics, Sliwka said.


Future challenges include the esports sector discovering ways to
monetise an audience that is so used to the constant free esports
content available on live-streaming platforms like Twitch, he stated.


Dechelotte advised experienced traditional media and sports
executives joining esports organisations to share their expertise to
understand there is a generation of competitive-gaming management
that has equally developed the skills to understand and analyse
esports audiences.
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3. Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Early Adoption of Web3 Business Models
In the session on Immersive Entertainment: Will Esports & Gaming
Be the Guide Through Metaverses mentioned earlier in this report,
MIPTV delegates were advised to be prepared for radical new
business models in the future of entertainment content. 



The speakers showed their excitement about the potential of esports,
TV and other entertainment being distributed on the metaverse’s
secure blockchain technology, which aims to offer transparency and
security in all transactions that take place in the metaverse. 



These models are already being tested in esports and gaming since,
the like metaverse, role-playing games like Blizzard Entertainment’s
World of Warcraft have introduced gamers to virtual worlds and
avatars. And a recent YouGov survey on UK esports fans concluded
esports players are proportionately much more likely to invest in
cryptocurrencies than the general population. 



But they also admitted there will be challenges. Martin pointed to the
following: “Security is a real issue. You are dealing with valuable
digital assets and when you put something out on the blockchain, you
are inviting hackers.”


In terms of TV, Web3 will affect future legal agreements, as well as
determine new forms of Intellectual Property ownership and
monetisation, she added. “Just consider the legal questions around
rights and reorganising that into rights-sharing agreements. In the
past, it might not have had a clause and that is now being
incorporated for everyone, from distributor to talent.”

On a global scale, those findings were backed by the Immersive
Entertainment speakers. Sator’s Christina Martin cited a Citibank
report that concluded: “Between now and 2030, they expect that the
metaverse is going to gain 5 billion users in total. And you are looking
at a market capitalisation of US$13 trillion between now and then.”


She continued: “NFT revenue monetisation is really at the very
beginning, but it has the potential to equal or exceed licensing revenue
for traditional content or advertising revenue.”


Barrios agreed with her by noting that 5% of the world’s almost 8
billion population (almost 400 million) are already aware of what a
cryptocurrency is. “And all the digital environments in the metaverses
are working with cryptocurrencies,” he said.
Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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4. Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Relationship with Brands
The core revenue sources in competitive esports and esports
entertainment include sponsorship partnerships and advertising
within live-streaming on-screen content.

are having a lot of problems doing that because they cannot connect
with young audiences,” he said.


But brands, also a very major revenue source for traditional
broadcasters, are doing something about it because they are eager
for media-and-entertainment platforms to reach today’s young
viewers, who are also tomorrow’s income earners.


“Brands have understood that, and they are trying to find a way to
connect with young audience through esports and video games. They
are investing in the necessary marketing,” Soriano said. “But when my
agency advises TV networks to invest in marketing to reach young
audiences, they say ‘Our business model is to earn money, not to
waste it’.


In the same panel, YouGov’s Michael Heina disclosed that he had
seen in-game advertising that had yielded significant results for the
traditional advertiser. 



In the Introducing Gaming & Esports to TV, Oscar Soriano, founder of
the esports-marketing agency Play the Game, advised TV
broadcasters and services to avoid complacency just because they
are still much bigger than the esports in terms of total revenues.



He referred to the groundbreaking move by Frosta, a leading frozenfoods brand in Germany. It opted to integrate its ad campaign into
GTA Online, the multi-player version of the iconic console video game
Grand Theft Auto, which is published by Rockstar Games, a subsidiary
of NASDAQ-listed Take-Two Interactive.

Instead, they should focus on esports’s acceleration in terms of
revenue growth rate.


Soriano said traditional TV and marketers need to make a greater
effort to win over today’s digitally focused media audiences. “They
Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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4. Esports BAR-powered: Esports’s Relationship with Brands
real life for an organic brand exposure. Metaverses are disrupting this
idea on how brands can get more exposure on the digital ecosystem,
more or less like what we have in real life.”

“The GTA gamers considering buying Frosta skyrocketed four times
higher than before, at almost the same level as the general
population,” Heina said.

Gaming is helping us understand
the metaverse because it is
creating new audiences and
creating new content,” [...]
Metaverses are disrupting this idea
on how brands can get more
exposure on the digital ecosystem.
Patxi Barrios, COO/Co-Founder at Champion
Games
Esports and other digital-first entertainment will be newer, more
nimble and hence quicker to move into the emerging metaverse
platforms, MetaSoccer’s Patxi Barrios noted during the Immersive
Entertainment panel. So, brands are paying attention there.


“Gaming is helping us understand the metaverse because it is
creating new audiences and creating new content,” he offered. “That
is what brands were expecting in previous versions of the digital
ecosystems like social media, where you do not have what you get in
Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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5. Esports BAR-powered: Esports – Why Traditional Media Needs to Be There
sleep on this, especially in traditional media.”



On the panel How Can Traditional Media Be Inspired by Esports
Content? the speakers were unequivocal about why TV content
creators, distributors and broadcasters need to enter the esports and
gaming universes.



As Team Liquid’s Claire Hungate declared in the Revamping and
Reinventing the Viewership session, the TV sector will not understand
esports audiences unless the networks’ programme commissioners
and producers become much more diverse and representative. 



“If you look at the people who are watching less TV and have ad
blockers on their computers, they are the type of people you are
having a hard time reaching,” offered Carl L. Kuhn, Head of Esports at
the German marketing agency Jung Von Matt Sports GmbH. 



“It is still white, it is middle-aged, it is middle-class and the decisions
that get made are heavily influenced by the demographics of the
people who work in it. They do not necessarily understand the esports
audience, the content that engages them, and the way you tell stories
on digital platforms.”



“These are the people watching esports. And if you want to keep in
touch with them, ideally create experiences for them, find out ways to
communicate with them and bring them on board your product, that is
definitely the scene you should be looking at. I think it is a bad trend to

Javi Gonzalez Rojo, Content Director at Ubeat.TV, the esports and
digital-entertainment focused streaming service that belongs to
Spanish traditional media group MediaPro, did not beat about the
bush. 


Traditional media needs esports’ influences, he stated. “Either we
adapt, or it will pass over us and then we will see other people doing
the stuff that needs to be done by then. We should be there.” 

 

Rojo continued: “People from traditional media, including me, need to
change the way we learn about how people are going to consume
content. In esports, there are no programming schedules. There is
interaction between the person creating the content and the person
that is watching the content. You don’t consume entertainment at a
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5. Esports BAR-powered: Esports – Why Traditional Media Needs to Be There
Sator’s Christina Martin reminded MIPTV audiences these
developments are still in the very early stages, and no one needs to
panic about missing a seat at the table. 



specific time; you are driven by the talent.”


When you understand what esports viewers want, you are also open
to other forms of digital-first entertainment that will appeal to them,
he explained. That is why Ubeat.TV has also grabbed the live media
rights to God Level, an international competition that sees
contestants performing improvised rap music known as freestyling.



First, she argued, everyone is learning and as long as they are creating
great content, TV producers and distributors should survive in the
emerging new era. “Evolving content into Web3, which includes these
gamified versions of your TV content to keep your audiences engaged
across screens, is very easy. But these tools are only fun, if people
love the content.”



When MediaPro learned that esports fans were huge freestyle
followers, they added it to Ubeat.TV’s line-up. “We are grabbing what
works in the esports and gaming worlds and taking them to traditional
media,” Rojo added.

Second, she reminded the industry ultra high-speed 5G Internet
connectivity will be needed to make metaverse-powered content
truly universal. “Even by 2025, only 25% of the world will have 5G and
you need better than that for good metaverse experiences.”



Evolving content into Web3, which
includes these gamified versions of
your TV content to keep your
audiences engaged across screens,
is very easy. But these tools are
only fun, if people love the content.

That gives everyone plenty of time to learn and evolve on the new
Web3 stage. Until then, traditional media also has much to offer
esports and gaming entertainment ventures, G2 Esports’ Alban
Dechelotte said. “I am a bit more optimistic,” he said about the
esports and traditional TV collaborating more in the future.



Christina Martin, resident Co-founder of
Sator Inc.
P

“The first step is to acknowledge that, for esports, TV as a platform is
a complementary compared to the live streaming. But with the right
formats, stories and narratives and interviews, and exclusive content,
there could find a way.

/
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“When I go through the trade show here at MIPTV, I admire the level of
creativity in terms of new formats, new ideas, taking something and
creating something fresh. I wish that creative minds from TV and
media could come to esports and bring us that.”

Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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6. A Round-Up of MIPTV-dedicated Sessions on the Metaverse and NFTs And more…
You can build a playable concept, test at a lower cost than creating a
pilot or a series, and then you can actually see what kids want to do
with it.”


Until the metaverse becomes a mass-market reality, TV-content
producers can learn from understanding what today’s young
consumers (between the ages of 2 and 18 in Dubit’s surveys) want.
This is a generation that takes smartphone ownership for granted, in
the same way an older generation saw owning a TV set in their
bedroom as a status symbol.


All the more reason why constructing a viably safe metaverse is one
of the most vital responsibilities the media industry will be taking on.
“Ethics and safety in the metaverse: if we don’t get this right for kids
the first time, we really are going to have a lot of trouble making it
stick with families, making parents say yes, making kids finding it a
safe and enjoyable space to be.”


One solution is to study what Dubit, which has expansive experience
developing entertainment virtual worlds on the Roblox gaming
platform, calls the ‘mediaverse’. “It is where everything competes and
everything connects for children,” he said. And that could include
accessing an app, a book, playing outside and/or playing a game.
That is what a TV show is competing against for children’s attention. 


That is because they do not distinguish the difference between what
they do virtually and their activities in the physical world. “Kids do not

The metaverse is not here yet, but its foundations are, stated David
Kleeman, Senior Vice President, Global Trends at Dubit, an
international games studio targeting kids and youth audiences, during
his MIPTV presentation Ready Player MIP: Making Youth TV Brand
Metaverse Ready.


But the metaverse is at a stage for everyone to contribute to its
evolution. “There are bits and pieces of it in different places. The fact
that it is not here means we can start to envision the metaverse that
we want to have, as opposed to taking the one given to us by other
companies.”


And is there a room for the global TV industry in this brave new world?
“Absolutely!” he declared. “There is a place for you in the metaverse.
Esports BAR Conference Track at MIPTV: Wrap-Up Report
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6. A Round-Up of MIPTV-dedicated Sessions on the Metaverse and NFTs And more…
think, ‘Do I want to watch this channel or that channel? Do I watch this
show or this show? They think of all the options in their world.”


Another MIPTV panel session called Can NFTs Really Revolutionise
TV? gave delegates an opportunity to learn the use of NTFs in TV
entertainment. 


Just to give an idea of the radical innovation NFTs can bring to the TVentertainment sector, moderator Marc Goodchild, of consultancy firm
Connected Ideas asked the audience if they knew what a POAP (proof
of attendance protocol) and a DAO (decentralised autonomous
organisation) are.


Suffice to say they are among the jargons anyone working with NFTs
will need to know. And panellist Scott Greenberg, CEO of Blockchain
Creative Labs (BCL), said he could help in that direction.

e was at MIPTV to meet content creators and help them understand
how to adopt NFTs and blockchain tech to be future-ready for
tomorrow s new media environment.


e e plained how his co pany, which he describes as a
decentralised studio , is e ploring different uses of NFT tokens with
its S owner, the TV and edia e pire Fo ntertain ent. Our goal
is to work with producers here (at MIPTV) to create a movie or show
in that respect. That is where we want to go.
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If you have no idea of what an NFT
is, you are not alone. But the
opportunity for creators, IP and
royalty rights is about to be turned
on its head right now
Daniel Lauren, Web3 Strategic Consultant
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6. A Round-Up of MIPTV-dedicated Sessions on the Metaverse and NFTs And more…
He admitted that BCL’s ambitions are very much at the embryonic
stages. But they are also inevitable: “One of the reasons we are here
at MIPTV to talk to an audience of independent producers and
distributors; we believe there is a future disruption of content
distribution beyond streaming.”


His co-panellist, multi-platform storyteller Danielle Lauren, agreed: “If
you have no idea of what an NFT is, you are not alone. But the
opportunity for creators, IP and royalty rights is about to be turned on
its head right now.”
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7. Conclusion: Key Takeaways
Adults exploring the potential of esports should learn to play and watch competitive gaming with their children or any young people in their
lives
Esports is a pathway to understanding the Web3 Internet and the inevitable application of the metaverse, NFTs and cryptocurrencies in nextgeneration entertainment
Video-gaming, the foundation of esports’s popularity, is influencing the creativity and commercialisation of other forms of entertainment,
including TV
Esports can educate TV decision-makers about how digital-first young audiences consume media
TV decision-makers can share their enviable storytelling skills with esports creators.
Social media has been the bedrock of user-generated content (UGC) linked to linear and streaming TV entertainment, esports and the
metaverse will support the development of the more monetizable UGC 2.0
Developing content for the metaverse and NFTs will overhaul legal contracts regarding content and media rights
Brands will benefit from new exposure opportunities in the metaverse
There is room for both esports and TV entertainment at the disruptive Web3 Internet table. 


Esports BAR will be back soon – watch this space!
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This report is brought to you by Esports BAR and MIPTV
At Esports BAR, we are committed to transforming the sport of the digital generation into the future of entertainment
by providing industry leaders with the most productive and meaningful events where esports tastemakers and nonendemic top-management executives meet to shape esports’ future.


MIPTV is the longest running international television market taking place in Cannes each April.

It brings together global distributors, producers, buyers and commissioners of drama, doc, kids, factual and

formats programming for a curated week of business meetings, matchmaking opportunities, exclusive market

intelligence, conferences sessions and global networking.


Written By:

Juliana Koranteng is the founder/editor-in-chief of MediaTainment Finance (MTF) and TechMutiny, the business
journals that respectively cover investments in international media, entertainment and creative sectors, and the impact
of related digital technologies.


 


Follow @MediatainmentMT

Follow @TechMutiny


Stay tuned for the next edition of Esports BAR on our website : https://www.the-esports-bar.com/en.html 

And for esports insights all year long, check out our blog : https://blog.the-esports-bar.com/


Join us

